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Brag better Treat your people like your customers

Here are two hacks for today in terms of attraction & retention



Freeze Flight

Source: The Adaptation Advantage: Let Go, Learn Fast & Thrive in the Future of Work – McGowan, Shipley et al 2020

Covid has accelerated the pace of change
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What changed in 2020 and 2021? The explosion of e-commerce



What changed? (Record labour movement)

Other key UK statistics for 2020 & 2021

• One million people (non UK-born residents), 
have  left the UK.

• Nearly half a million workers over 50 left the      
workforce altogether - with 47% retiring.

• At the height of the pandemic, 15% of those 
unemployed were aged 16 to 24 (now down            
to 11% in May 2022).

• All research shows that those under 30 have 
struggled most with their mental health in the       
last two years.

• 40% - 44% of workers polled by McKinsey 
and Workhuman in 2021 were considering 
quitting.
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Gen Z have struggled most wit mental health but take no action

• The Generation Z population 
is more likely to have 
behavioural-health needs 
than other age groups but is 
less likely to seek treatment, 
according to recent 
McKinsey surveys. 

• Nearly a quarter of Gen Z 
respondents said they don’t 
get treatment for mental-
health issues, for reasons 
ranging from stigma to 
concerns about affordability 
of care.

Gen Z Respondents with self-reported mental health issues are 
less likely to seek treatment than older generations
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Some key statistics about the next normal of work

At any one time, only 
around 36% to 40% of 
people have jobs which are 
eligible for remote or 
Hybrid work in the UK

Pre 2020, WFH was 
around 5%. During 
2020, this increased 
to 46%

55% of larger firms and 
85% of smaller firms want 
a blend of hybrid work

Sources: ONS, Centre of Economics & Business Research, Centre for Cities Think Tank, Willis Towers Watson, Cardiff & Soton Unis

Only 10% of UK employers 
expect to have their 
workforce back on site fully 
by end 2023

Key statistics on the next normal of work



Source: Office of National Statistics (UK) and Pew Research Center (USA) 

Generation Types Birth Dates

Silent Generation        1925 to 1945

Baby Boomers               1946 to 1964

Generation X 1965 to 1980

Millennials  (Gen Y)                   1981 to 1996

Generation Z 1997 to 2009

Where does your young talent fit into generational theory?



Pre-Internet Post-Internet Post-Social Media

• Social & comms skills
• Lack of product choice
• Strong parental authority
• Fixed retirement 

• Social & comms skills
• Increasing technology
• More product choices
• More working options

• Social/comms skills are 
under-developed

• Huge set of choices
• “Glass” generations
• Information overload

Remove the labels and all generations fall into 3 categories



Managing Self Dealing with others Identity

Critical thinking Problem-solving

Source: https://www.6seconds.org/2018/11/15/best-generation-for-eq/

Younger generations have lower Emotional Intelligence (EQi)

Source: 2021 Research by Versimmo, Verhaegen, Goldman, Weinstein & Ullman on increased EQi over 50
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01169-7 (See also https://www.6seconds.org/2018/11/15/best-generation-for-eq/)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01169-7
https://www.6seconds.org/2018/11/15/best-generation-for-eq/


Millennials

Born 1981 to 1996



Generation Z

Born 1997 to 2009



True or False

Generation Z (aged 16 to 25 
years old) is the least loyal 
generation in the workforce 
today

True or False?

TRUE



Source: 
• OnePoll Research
• Open Study College 

Research
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Discussion Question#1 What are your challenges in 
attracting young talent?



1. Jobseeker Deluge (Manpower)

2. Lack of the right candidates

3. Increasing salaries

4. Remote interviews   

5. The Value of Values

6. The desire for Hybrid / WFH /   WFA

Sources: Manpower, Gallup, Deloitte, CBI, McKinsey et al

Key challenges in attracting young talent



Source: Workhuman Fall 2021 International Survey 

There is a surge of people thinking of changing jobs…

Only 21% of those polled 
in the UK in 2019 were 
thinking of changing jobs

At the end of 2021:
• 46% of workers in the U.K. and
• 42% of workers in Ireland were 

looking for new jobs



True or False

Money is the number one 
demand for Millennials 
and Generation Z when 
they go after a job?

TRUE

True or False?



Younger have additional concerns for changing jobs

Source: Deloitte 2019 Millennial Survey
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/deloitte-2019-millennial-survey.pdf

Survey based on views of 13,416 Millennials 
questioned across 42 countries and territories, 
and 3,009 Gen Zs from 10 countries.

Question asked: You mentioned earlier that you 
might leave your current employer within the next 
two years. What are the main reasons for this?

Of those surveyed, 5,262 Millennials and 856 
Gen Zs would leave current organization 
within two years for these reasons.

Millennial Responses

Gen Z Responses

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/deloitte-2019-millennial-survey.pdf


Source: Workhuman Fall 2021 International Survey 

Top reasons in order of priority:

1. More money

2. More flexibility

3. Better job title

4. Better work culture

5. Don’t like the manager

What is young talent looking for? 



Sources: McKinsey Great Attrition & Workhuman Fall 2021 International Survey 

Employees are having emotional 
responses to work – due to:

1. Mental fatigue and burnout

2. Grief (Covid-related)

3. Reflection on Purpose & Meaning

4. Demand for Connection

5. Demand for improved Employee 
Experience

What are young talent looking for or worried about?



Social media digital natives

• Social/comms skills are 
under-developed

• Huge set of choices/options
• “Glass” generations
• Information overload

Younger talent have some unique features

Social media is key community Information is freely shared

• After the family, the key 
community is in the social 
media feed

• Peer pressure on social media 
will influence young talent to 
stay or to leave a company

• Personal details are shared
• Feelings are shared
• How much people earn and 

what they think of their 
leaders and colleagues are 
shared



Breakout Session #1 
What actions can you take to attract the youngest talent?



Finding Candidates: 

• Referrals with current staff

• Your Website 

• Employee Review Websites

• Sourcing Channels

• Job Aggregators

• Professional Networks

• Instagram

Sources: Hireserve, Eploy et al

Key Drivers for Attraction of talent



A poor job application can turn off candidates



The Mission & Challenge

“At Palantir, we develop the world’s leading 
products for data analysis and we deploy them 
against problems that truly matter—uncovering 
human trafficking rings, containing the spread of 
infectious diseases, combating fraud, stopping 
cyber-attacks, protecting privacy and civil liberties, 
prosecuting complex financial crimes, providing 
relief to victims of natural disasters, and more.”

The Pay-Off:

“Being a member of the Networks team means you 
will be deeply involved in our mission to continue 
the evolution of Palantir’s network services to 
prepare us for the known and unknown demands 
that are placed upon us. You will have the power 
to make your mark and to make a real difference in 
the lives of your colleagues and the success of the 
business by maintaining and improving our 
services.”

Three steps to a great job advert: The mission, the challenge, and the pay-off

Palantir Job Advert – an example of mission, challenge, pay off 



Sources: Capita & Karmarama

To attract young talent, speak their language…



To attract young talent, speak their language…



A poor recruitment experience – which 
takes too much  effort and is too slow - will 
put off Millennials and Generation Z

NB: Millennials and Generation Z share 
salary & bonus details, so match the 
financial of your industry or sector, or or
provide unique benefits to avoid losing 
them to your competition

Source: Software Advice Research 2019

Young talent is repelled by poor recruitment processes



The Recruitment Process:

• Clearly state salary/remuneration

• Brief application (no more than 15 min)

• Say No quickly

• Manage expectations

• Use Telephone & Video Conferencing

• Reimburse travel

• Run assessments

• Stay in touch

Key Drivers for Attraction & Recruitment of young talent



Discussion Question #2 
How do you maximise onboarding for new hires?



1. Celebrate people joining (swag bags, photos, cards, lunch…)

2. Show what good looks like in the organisation

3. Provide a buddy to support from day 1 (rotate)

4. Describe advancement & progress journeys

5. Provide overview of the vision, mission and purpose

Maximising Induction & Onboarding – the Top Ten



6. Encourage mixed teams (ages & experience) and socialisation

7. Confirm how the connection & engagement are built

8. Provide regular feedback (every 2 weeks)

9. Confirm the learning and development pathways (use internal “champions”)

10. Have a mix of remote and face-to-face connections during induction to engage/bond new hires

Maximising Induction & Onboarding – the Top Ten



Freeze Flight

Source: Are you future-ready? - Leesman 2021
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Peggie Rothe
Chief Insights & 
Research Officer

Maximising Hybrid: Plan what to do in a workplace environment 



Thank You

© 2022 All copyright in these slides and this presentation belongs to Henry Rose Lee. 
Copying, reproduction, transmission and broadcast without permission is strictly prohibited. All rights are reserved.

Thanks very much – any questions?
Email: henry@talenttio.com
Website:  https://www.intergenerationalexpert.com
LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/henryroselee/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HenryRoseLee
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/InterGenWorkplace

mailto:henry@talenttio.com
https://www.intergenerationalexpert.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/henryroselee/
https://twitter.com/HenryRoseLee
https://www.facebook.com/groups/InterGenWorkplace
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Appendix 2
Setting up an Innovation Hub



Step 1: Use an Innovation Matrix to classify the type of innovation 
you want (Disruptive & Radical? [big I] or Incremental tweaks [little i]

• Different problems require 
different innovations so it’s always 
worth working out what kind of 
innovation you want to achieve.

• That can also help you to identify 
the potential costs.

• For example, basic research and 
sustaining innovation (i.e. non 
radical, non disruptive innovation), 
which is incremental, can usually 
be costed or given a clear budget. 

• However, disruptive, radical  or 
breakthrough innovation is going 
to be very expensive and may 
over-run on budgets.



Step 2: Understand why your innovation activities need a Business Case & Step 3: 
Devise a business case template that everyone can follow – step by step

STEP 2: There are three reasons why you need an Innovation business case:
1. To justify the risk of investing in the innovation activities that members of your innovation hub want to pursue
2. To convince management or leadership to back and support your idea
3. To ensure that the people who are requesting the budget for an innovation have thought through all the logical steps for the 

innovation. Is it going to provide additional value to the organisation? Is it of strategic importance? Is it relates to business 
objectives? Or is it just a passion project – more fun for the people doing it, and having little value or ROI for the company?

STEP 3: There are eight sections to the business case template: they are:
1. Executive Summary

2. Broken Window or Burning Ambition (i.e. is it a process/system/relationship not working or a desire to do something new, better,
incremental?)

3. Proposed Solution

4. Type of Innovation (big I or little i)

5. Customer Research (or Supply Chain or other research)

6. Design & Development

7. Investment

8. Potential Value Created



Step 3: Devise a business case template that everyone can follow –
step by step

Set up a business case template that every innovation team in the Innovation Hub has access to. The idea is that this template
will provide the rules of engagement for any innovation the group comes up with. If they can’t complete all the sections 
meaningfully and positively, then the innovation idea does not go forward. 
There are eight sections to the business case template: they are:

1. Executive Summary

2. Broken Window or Burning Ambition (i.e. is it a process/system/relationship not working or a desire to do something new, 
better, incremental?)

3. Proposed Solution

4. Type of Innovation (big I or little i)

5. Customer Research (or Supply Chain or other research)

6. Design & Development

7. Investment

8. Potential Value Created



The business case template – steps 1 to 8

1. The Executive Summary: Give a snapshot overview of the whole business case. Bear in mind that you will write this section last, when 
you have completed the rest of the business case sections.

2. The Broken Window or the Burning Ambition: Explain what is the problem or issue you are working on? Bear in mind that this must be 
explained in terms of the internal or external customer who will be impacted positively by this innovation. What do they get out of it? 
Broken Window means it’s a system, process or relationship that’s not working. Burning Ambition means it’s a desire to improve things 
that aren’t broken but could be even better.

3. Solution: Describe your solution to the problem or issue – what is the innovation that delivers the solution? Use simple, clear English 
and diagrams or pictures to illustrate the message. Also tell a story about how you came up with the idea.

4. Type of Innovation: Is this Little “i” or Big “I”? Explain how your solution is innovative. Bear in mind that it doesn’t have to be unique or 
disruptive (Big I); it can be an idea that’s new to your organisation (Little i).

5. Customer Research: Indicate research done (internally or externally as appropriate), to show you have talked to people who would 
benefit from the innovation, and show they actually want it. Do a survey, or focus group with feedback sheets to give you data to 
support your evidence. 

6. Design & Development: Indicate here what stage you are at with the idea. Is it a concept, or do you have something you could put 
into practice for a pilot now, if budgets permit? Explain in detail what you need to do, i.e. actions to be taken, people to be involved, 
resources or materials required.

7. Investment: Explain the money the organisation needs to invest to get the idea/ prototype developed into a pilot stage. Speak to your 
finance dept to get an approximate idea of costs or salaries that might be need to take your idea to a pilot. Include things like people 
salaries, materials costs, design and development costs, project management or even marketing. 

8. Value Created: Write/say  “This is a new idea that creates value” then explain what that value is, i.e. increase market share, increase 
revenue/profits, reduce costs/risks, build reputation, streamline a process, make life easier for customers etc. Usually, value is 
financial with ROI,  but it could be a social impact (enhance brand, reputation, customer connection etc), or environmental (i.e. ESG or 
CSR – such as sustainability, reducing waste, increasing safety, being eco-friendly/carbon neutral. )



Leesman research on getting people back into the office
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Peggie Rothe
Chief Insights & 
Research Officer

Top 5 interactions that are better to do in the workplace. Organise events that encourage people 
to come into the workplace to do these activities. If they can’t make it they lose out!

Source: Are you future-ready? - Leesman 2021 – 160,000 employees were surveyed in 2021


